
Overview
Title: God’s House Heroes 
Hours: Flexible 
Location: God’s House Tower, Town Quay Road, Southampton, SO14 2NY 

Role Summary
God’s House Tower (GHT) is recruiting enthusiastic and engaging individuals to support the activity 
at God’s House Tower, assisting to deliver high standards of customer service to help us create an 
excellent visitor attraction. Our volunteers are the key to GHT fulfilling its mission of allowing heritage 
to inspire the arts and to offer a chance to engage our local communities in this fascinating part of our 
city’s history.

Your role will be varied and shaped by your strengths and interests, whether you are best suited 
to sharing your knowledge of the building front of house or helping us shape our customer’s 
experience behind the scenes. We value and appreciate all expertise and in return can offer a 
fulfilling and enjoyable experience for our team of Heroes. 

What to expect as a God’s House Hero:
 • Training sessions led by local historians about the story of God’s House Tower and it’s  
    unique history enabling you to share this with visitors to the tower. 

 • Training by the exhibitions programme manager about the art on display both in the  
    collections and contemporary galleries.

 • Training led by venue staff on our permanent exhibition, The Stories Behind the Stones,  
    interpreting the history of the Tower and it’s role in Southampton’s history  

 • An opportunity to meet and work alongside people of all ages and backgrounds.

 • A varied and involved role which can be adapted to suit your strengths and interests.

 • The chance to engage with visitors across the Tower exhibition and two gallery spaces  
    including gathering audience and visitor feedback where possible. 

Experience, skills and knowledge
We welcome and recognise skills and experience from all backgrounds. GHT might be a particular 
fit for you if you are:
 • Interested in heritage and local history and promoting Southampton’s heritage to visitors  
    to the City 
 • Interested in visual arts or keen to learn more
 • Willing to meet with the general public and dealing with enquiries, compliments or complaints
 • Looking to develop your  communication skills and the ability to engage with people of all  
    ages and backgrounds 
 • Aiming to gain experience of working as part of a small team  
 • Open and willing to learn and share the history of the venue
 • Proficient in foreign languages, this would be particularly welcome

What you’ll gain from your time with us
 • Travel expenses to cover your journeys to and from GHT
 • Refreshments while working
 • GHT uniform to wear on shift
 • The chance to establish a route back to or into work 
 • A chance to develop skills in customer service, team working and self confidence 
 • A chance to enhance your CV with a varied role which will play to your personal strengths 
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 • Having built a strong relationship with GHT managers, GHT will be happy to provide a  
    reference for future employment or volunteering opportunities

Background - the vision of GHT 
Our vision for GHT is to firstly reopen the site and to provide new learning and participation 
opportunities through the exhibitions programme and linked events. GHT will host an inclusive and 
progressive cultural programme, allowing heritage to inspire the arts and the arts to interpret the 
spaces in new and interesting ways. 

We want to offer all visitors the chance to better understand this important part of our local 
and national heritage by engaging our local communities and city visitors along with creating 
opportunities for volunteering and inspire lifelong learning. 

We believe that the restoration of GHT will be a catalyst in the cultural future of the Old Town and 
will become a visitor attraction for those approaching Southampton from the cruise terminal. 

About ‘a space’ arts 
At ‘a space’ arts we are passionate about supporting artists, and bringing Southampton’s incredible 
history to life. Since 2000 we have been reanimating lost buildings across the city with art - from 
our first gallery in the former antiques quarter on Old Northam Road in 2000, to the Bargate 
Monument Gallery, which hosted dozens of exhibitions in the city’s most important historical 
landmark between 2006 and 2012.

GHT is our most ambitious project to date and we hope its latest reincarnation will become a 
catalyst in the regeneration of Southampton’s historically important Old Town, and that our new 
audiences will be inspired by the combination of art and heritage.

Our exhibitions have been carefully curated to draw out the most fascinating aspects of GHT’s 
history, and its place within the social, political and physical landscape - not only of Southampton, 
but of England’s historic South Coast.

From its medieval inception as a strategic point of defence, as a place of refuge for pilgrims, as 
the town jail, mortuary and warehouse, as Southampton’s Museum of Archaeology, and now as a 
cutting edge arts and heritage venue, we are thrilled to be able to gift this incredible building back 
to the public.

For further information please contact hannah@aspacearts.org.uk or call 023 80 338 778 

Recruitment and Induction timetable 
 • Closing date for applications - Tuesday 27 August
 • Training Days - Training days will be offered with local historians who will teach you the  
    story of God’s House Tower and how to share this with visitors to the tower. Training will  
    also be given by the Exhibitions Programme Manager about the art on display in the two  
    gallery spaces. Training dates will be circulated in due course. 

Application process 
If you’re interested in applying for this role please email hannah@aspacearts.org.uk to request an 
application form. 
Please note that applicants must be over 18 years old.  
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